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PHOTOGRAPHY

NEW

58MM SNAP-ON LENS CAP

USD11.86
USD13.95

The 58mm Snap-On Lens Cap from Nikon is a black, plastic, snap-on type lens cap designed
as a replacement for 58mm lenses. Lens caps protect the camera's lens from scratches, dust,
moisture, and fingerprints when the camera is not in use.

256GB EXTREME UHS-I MICROSDXC MEMORY CARD WITH
SD ADAPTER

USD57.79
USD67.99

BUY

BUY

Designed for microSD devices such as smartphones, interchangeable-lens cameras, drones,
or GoPro action cameras that can capture Full HD, 3D, and 4K video, as well as raw and burst
photography, the 256GB Extreme UHS-I microSDXC Memory Card from SanDisk has a
capacity of 256GB, is compatible with the UHS-I bus, and features a speed class rating of
V30, which guarantees minimum write speeds of 30 MB/s. If your device does not support the
V30 standard, this card also supports the U3 standard, which also guarantees minimum write
speeds of 30 MB/s. Read speeds are supported up to 160 MB/s and write speeds max out at
90 MB/s. While this card has been designed for cameras that are UHS-I / V30 / U3
compatible, it may be used in devices that do not support UHS-I / V30 / U3. However, bear in
mind that this card will then default to your device's speed class and bus rating, such as
UHS-I and U1, which supports minimum write speeds of 10 MB/s, or Class 10, which also
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BUY

USD14.65
USD17.24
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CAMCORDERS

NEW

D-TAP TO REGULATED RIGHT-ANGLE USB TYPE-C CABLE
FOR GOPRO HERO7/6/5 BLACK AND HERO 2018 (3')

USD59.49
USD69.99

The 3' D-Tap to Regulated Right-Angle USB Type-C Cable from IndiPRO Tools is designed
for the GoPro HERO7 Black, HERO6 Black, HERO5 Black, and HERO 2018 cameras. The
cable incorporates an inline, noise-free voltage regulator that accepts voltage between 12 to
19 VDC and converts it to 5 VDC USB Type-C power.

NEW

3-WAY

USD48.38
USD56.92

BUY

BUY

The GoPro 3-Way was designed to work as a camera grip, an extension arm, or a mini tripod.
It features a collapsible design that measures 7.5" when folded, and can be expanded up to
20" when fully extend. The extension arm is foldable to help you get the right amount of reach,
or it can be removed entirely if you just want to use the grip part. Tucked conveniently away
inside the hand grip is a mini tripod that connects to the base, or even directly to your GoPro's
housing.
With the 3-Way Mount, numerous shooting opportunities are possible. Use the grip, or grip
with extension, as a handheld shooter for following action on the move. Use the extension as
a selfie stick, capturing self-portraits while keeping the camera and mount out of the shot. Or
extend the camera so you can get an overhead shot, or to capture from hard to reach spots.
And for the most stability, where the camera is stationary, use the tripod mode and let the
action fly past you.
The system is waterproof so you can safely take it surfing, snorkeling, or whatever your
favorite water sport happens to be. Additionally, if you fill the tripod compartment with water,
you can even create neutral buoyancy for scuba diving.
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SMART

USD381.65
USD449.00

WATCH SERIES 3 42MM SMARTWATCH (GPS + CELLULAR,
BUY
STAINLESS STEEL CASE, STAINLESS STEEL MILANESE
LOOP)
Stay connected in style with the 42mm GPS and cellular-equipped Apple Watch Series 3,
which comes with a stainless steel chassis and a stainless steel Milanese Loop band.
Designed for users looking for the next generation of connectivity, Apple's Watch moves your
iPhone's apps and functions to your wrist, so you can do more while leaving your phone in
your pocket. Apple Watch connects to your iPhone via Bluetooth 4.2 and displays
notifications, apps, and more on its 1.5" display. It can also connect directly to the Internet
thanks to 3G and 4G LTE cellular compatibility and 802.11b/g/n Wi-Fi. The internal battery
lasts for up to 18 hours of normal use and is recharged with an included inductive magnetic
charger.

SKMEI CHRONOGRAPH DIGITAL & ANALOG SPORTS
WATCH + FREE LED WATCH

USD327.25
USD385.00

BUY

Here is another exquisite piece from Canill, which as ever, has been lovingly and gracefully
created with you in mind. This piece is perfectly tailored to flatter every body type. The short
sleeve design makes it a demure wear while the unexpected one sided drape and tie detail
adds a playful twist making it absolutely gorgeous. The beyond knee-length cut makes it
perfect for not just work, but for other formal occasions. This dress also features an
impeccable backline finish and front slit for fitting and practicality and is made from a multi
pieces cutting pattern, expertly and flawlessly put together and crafted from a carefully
selected high-quality fabric.
Unlearn expensive styling. Get the very best for the very least. Expand your wardrobe, not
your budget!
CANILL is another way to say quality, value & style. Give your wardrobe a style upgrade with
the latest fashion trends fromCanill. Search Canill on the search bar to check out your other
quality favourites available on our store right here on Jumia at incredible value.
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LIGHTING & STUDIO

ST-E3-RT SPEEDLITE TRANSMITTER

USD242.25
USD285.00

The Canon ST-E3-RT Speedlite Transmitter can help you take full advantage of all the
features on Canon's Speedlite 600EX-RT and 430EX III-RT flashes. The ST-E3-RT makes
complex lighting setups simple by facilitating radio-controlled, two-way wireless transmission
up to 98.4' away, among up to five groups or fifteen individual Speedlites. It has controls
similar to the Speedlite 600EX-RT, including multiple flash metering options, and a variety of
flash modes. Compact design with highly reliable construction combined with a clearly laid-out
information panel and buttons with back lighting make this an indispensible tool for advanced
professional flash photography. The ST-E3-RT represents the next generation in wireless
flash systems. Note: Because it does not have an optical transmission function, the Speedlite
Transmitter ST-E3-RT is not compatible with earlier Speedlite models such as 580EX II.

PLUS III TRANSCEIVER (BLACK)

USD114.75
USD135.00

BUY

BUY

The black PocketWizard Plus III Transceiver is a highly versatile and robust radio trigger that
is compatible with all prior FCC-version PocketWizards, as well as most flash and camera
systems. Featuring 32 channels to choose from, this transceiver is simple to use in even the
busiest of situations. Wireless remote control is possible through the use of Quad-Zone
Triggering, which allows you to manage up to 4 zones of remote PocketWizard-enabled
cameras or flashes from one position. Without having to leave camera position, you can
activate and deactivate groups of flashes quickly and easily. This transceiver also employ's
PocketWizard's Auto-Sensing technology, which instantly allows your device to fluctuate from
transmitter to receiver. This technology works directly in line with the Auto-Relay function for a
completely remote workflow. The efficiency of this transceiver is further extended by allowing
up to 1640' transmissions in normal mode, and nearly double with Long Range mode. High
speed, continuous shooting is made possible with the High Speed Receive mode, permitting
up to 14.5 fps firing at up to 1/250 sec. for focal plane shutter and 1/500 sec. for leaf shutters.
The design of the Plus III incorporates a side-view LCD screen and touch pad interface for
switching between modes, zones, and settings. It connects to any camera featuring a hot
shoe and is also compatible with a variety of cables for linking to lighting and other remote
systems.
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COMPUTERS

10,000MAH WIRELESS POWER BANK WITH USB TYPE-C
&AMP; WIRELESS CHARGING

USD16.96
USD19.95

BUY

The Wireless Power Bank with USB Type-C & Wireless Charging from JarvMobile is designed
to be an all-in-one charging solution for your mobile devices with a 10,000mAh battery. This
power bank's compact and portable design lets you charge up to two devices simultaneously
via USB Type-A and wireless charging. Powering up your battery pack is possible with its USB
Type-C input port.

The last charging solution comes in the form of the Qi wireless charging pad. Simply place
your Qi-enabled device on the pad to automatically power your Qi-enabled device, or remove
the pad completely to recharge the power bank. In addition to its tether-free design,
JarvMobile has equipped its power bank with a built-in safety system to protect your
connected devices from overcurrents, overheating, and overcharging.

